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Abstract
For any e´tale Lie groupoid G over a smooth manifold M , the groupoid convolution algebra C∞c (G) of smooth functions with
compact support onG has a natural coalgebra structure over the commutative algebra C∞c (M)which makes it into a Hopf algebroid.
Conversely, for any Hopf algebroid A over C∞c (M) we construct the associated spectral e´tale Lie groupoid Gsp(A) over M such
that Gsp(C∞c (G)) is naturally isomorphic to G. Both these constructions are functorial, and C∞c is fully faithful left adjoint to Gsp.
We give explicit conditions under which a Hopf algebroid is isomorphic to the Hopf algebroid C∞c (G) of an e´tale Lie groupoid G.
c© 2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
E´tale Lie groupoids have been successfully used in foliation theory as suitable geometric models for the transversal
structure of foliations. Many of the important invariants of a foliation reflect in the structure of the associated
holonomy groupoid, which turns into an e´tale Lie groupoid when restricted to a complete transversal (see e.g. [6–8]).
E´tale Lie groupoids are also used to represent other geometric objects such as actions of discrete groups and orbifolds
(see [13]). All these geometric objects can then be studied from the point of view of non-commutative geometry, by
considering the groupoid algebra of the associated e´tale Lie groupoid, which is the convolution algebra C∞c (G) of
smooth functions with compact support on the e´tale Lie groupoid G introduced by Connes [2–4] (see also [1,20]).
The aim of this paper is to characterize the algebras which are isomorphic to groupoid algebras of e´tale Lie
groupoids, and to reconstruct the e´tale Lie groupoid out of its groupoid algebra. We achieve this in terms of the
coalgebra structure on the groupoid algebra induced by the diagonal map of the groupoid. If G is an e´tale Lie groupoid
over a smooth manifold M , then the coalgebra structure on C∞c (G) is over the commutative algebra C∞c (M), and not
over the base field. The counit is induced by the target map, and there is the antipode on C∞c (G) given by the inverse
map of G. Such a structure on C∞c (G) is known in the literature as Hopf algebroid (of quantum groupoid) over
C∞c (M) (see [10,11,21,22]), and generalizes the well known Hopf algebra structure on the group algebra associated
to a discrete group. The existence of the Hopf algebroid structure on C∞c (G) was established in [15], but only in the
case where the e´tale Lie groupoid G is Hausdorff. In this paper we extend this definition to non-Hausdorff groupoids.
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It is important to consider the non-Hausdorff groupoids, for instance because the holonomy groupoid of a foliation is
often non-Hausdorff.
In Section 2 we show that for any (not-necessarily Hausdorff) e´tale Lie groupoid G over M , the space C∞c (G)
of smooth functions with compact support on G is an algebra with respect to the convolution product, C∞c (M) is a
commutative subalgebra of C∞c (G), the target map of G induces a natural coalgebra structure on C∞c (G) over C∞c (M)
with respect to its left C∞c (M)-module structure, and the inverse map of G gives an antipode S on C∞c (G). With this
structure, C∞c (G) is a Hopf algebroid over C∞c (M). This gives us a functor
C∞c : EtGrpd(M)→ HoAlgd(C∞c (M))
from the category of e´tale Lie groupoids over M to the category of Hopf algebroids over C∞c (M).
In Section 3 we show that the functor C∞c is fully faithful and has the right adjoint
Gsp : HoAlgd(C∞c (M))→ EtGrpd(M).
Indeed, for any Hopf algebroid A over C∞c (M) we construct the associated spectral e´tale groupoid Gsp(A) over M
such that C∞c (Gsp(A)) is the best possible approximation of A with a groupoid Hopf algebroid. In particular, for any
e´tale Lie groupoid G over M , the spectral e´tale groupoid Gsp(C∞c (G)) is naturally isomorphic to G.
If M is a point, a Hopf algebroid over C∞c (M) is just a Hopf algebra, and the associated spectral e´tale groupoid
is simply the group of its grouplike elements. For an arbitrary M , we construct the spectral e´tale groupoid of a Hopf
algebroid A over C∞c (M) using the S-invariant weakly grouplike elements of A, i.e. elements a ∈ A such that the
coproducts of a and S(a) equals a ⊗ a′ respectively S(a′)⊗ S(a), for some a′ ∈ A. The arrows of Gsp(A) with target
y ∈ M are the equivalence classes of S-invariant weakly grouplike elements a ∈ A which are normalized at y, which
means that the counit of a equals 1 on a neighbourhood of y. Two such elements a, a′ ∈ A determine the same arrow
with target y if there is a function f ∈ C∞c (M) which equals 1 on a neighbourhood of y and satisfies f a = f a′. We
also use the S-invariant weakly grouplike elements of A to characterize the Hopf algebroids which are isomorphic to
Hopf algebroids of e´tale Lie groupoids.
It would be natural to expect that our results on (weakly) “grouplike” elements can be complemented by studying
a suitable notion of “primitive” elements in Hopf algebroids, which should generically be found in a different kind
of examples of Hopf algebroids: in the enveloping algebras of Lie–Rinehart algebras (see e.g. [9] and the references
therein). Eventually, this should lead to a Milnor–Moore-type theorem for Hopf algebroids.
Throughout this paper, we shall write F for our base field, which can be R or C. The manifolds and the maps
between them are assumed to be smooth, i.e. of the class C∞. However, all the results hold true if one replaces
this by any class of differentiability Ck , k = 0, 1, 2, . . .. We work over a fixed base manifold M and the associated
commutative algebra C∞c (M) of smooth F-valued functions with compact support on M , but many results hold over
an arbitrary commutative base algebra and its spectrum. We do not consider the generalized maps between sheaves
and e´tale Lie groupoids over different bases, and associated Morita theory. To some extend we have done this in [16]
for Hausdorff e´tale Lie groupoids only; non-Hausdorff e´tale Lie groupoids can be treated along the same lines as well.
The duality between e´tale Lie groupoids and Hopf algebroids is an extension of an analogous duality between
sheaves and coalgebras, which we studied in [19]. This paper is a continuation of [19] and refers to the results of [19] at
several places. Since [19] has not yet been published, the corresponding references are made to the arXiv preprint [17],
which includes both [19] as well as the results of this paper. Indeed, the preprint [17] was divided into two papers: the
first two sections of [17] constitute [19], while this paper includes the remaining two sections of [17].
2. Groupoid Hopf algebroids
In this section we show that the space of smooth functions with compact support on a not-necessarily Hausdorff
e´tale Lie groupoid over a manifold M admits a natural structure of a Hopf algebroid over C∞c (M).
Suppose that A is an algebra with a commutative subalgebra R ⊂ A. Here, and throughout this paper, we assume
that algebras are associative, perhaps without identity, and over a fixed base field F. We assume that A has local
identities in R, i.e. for any elements a1, . . . , ak of A there exists r ∈ R such that air = rai = ai for all i = 1, . . . , k.
In particular, this implies that R has local identities. Note that A can be regarded as an R–R-bimodule, and both of
these module structures are locally unitary. (Recall that an R-module C is locally unitary if for any finitely generated
submodule C ′ of C there is an element of R which acts as identity on C ′.)
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We shall denote by A⊗llR A the tensor product with respect to the left R-action of R on both factors. In other words,
A⊗llR A is the quotient of A⊗ A = A⊗F A over the subspace generated by elements of the form ra⊗ b− a⊗ rb, for
all a, b ∈ A and r ∈ R. Analogously, A⊗rlR A will denote the tensor product with respect to the right R-action on the
first factor and the left R-action on the second one. Note that A⊗llR A has a left R-action (because R is commutative)
and two natural right R-actions, and all these actions commute with each other.
Let us now give the notion of a Hopf algebroid over a commutative subalgebra:
Definition 2.1. Let A be an algebra with local identities in a commutative subalgebra R ⊂ A. A Hopf algebroid
structure on A over R consists of three F-linear maps, the comultiplication ∆ : A → A⊗llR A, the counit  : A → R
and the antipode S : A → A, such that
(i) ∆ and  are homomorphisms of left R-modules satisfying (id ⊗ ) ◦∆ = id and ( ⊗ id) ◦∆ = id,
(ii) |R = id, ∆|R is the canonical embedding R ∼= R⊗R R ⊂ A⊗llR A, and the two right R-actions on A⊗llR A
coincide on ∆A,
(iii) ∆(ab) = ∆(a)∆(b) for any a, b ∈ A,
(iv) S|R = id and S ◦ S = id,
(v) S(ab) = S(b)S(a) for any a, b ∈ A, and
(vi) µ ◦ (S ⊗ id) ◦∆ =  ◦ S, where µ : A⊗rlR A → A denotes the multiplication.
If R is a commutative algebra with local identities, then a Hopf algebroid over R is a quadruple (A,∆, , S), where
A is an algebra which has R for a subalgebra and has local identities in R, and where (∆, , S) is a Hopf algebroid
structure on A over R.
Remark 2.2. (1) Condition (i) means precisely that (A,∆, ) is a coalgebra over R with respect to the left action
of R on A. A Hopf algebroid A = (A,∆, , S) over R is coassociative respectively cocommutative if the coalgebra
(A,∆, ) is coassociative respectively cocommutative.
(2) Note that (ii) implies that the product on A ⊗ A induces a product
∆A ⊗ (A⊗llR A)→ A⊗llR A
which is used in (iii). The property (iii) together with (ii) yields that ∆ is a homomorphism of right R-modules, for
both right R-actions on A⊗llR A. This in particular implies that one can define a linear map ∆ : A⊗rlR A → A⊗llR A
with ∆(a ⊗ b) = ∆(a)(r ⊗ b), where r is any element of R satisfying rb = b.
(3) In various definitions of Hopf algebroids (or quantum groupoids) given in the literature [10,11,16,22], the base
algebra R may be non-commutative and two maps, the source and the target, from R to A are parts of the structure.
In our definition, we concentrate on a special class of Hopf algebroids over a subalgebra; for such a Hopf algebroid A
over R, the commutative subalgebra R of A may not lie in the center of A, while the source and the target maps are
both equal to the inclusion. On the other hand, we do not assume that A has the identity.
(4) We do not assume here any direct relation between ∆ ◦ S and (S ⊗ S) ◦ ∆ as this is not necessary for our
results, but one should note that these two maps can not be directly compared because they have different targets.
Indeed, the map S ⊗ S is an isomorphism between A⊗llR A and A⊗rrR A. Denote by $ : A ⊗ A → A⊗llR A ⊗rrR
the quotient projection, where A⊗llR A ⊗rrR is the tensor product with respect to both the left and the right actions,
i.e. the kernel of $ is the subspace generated by elements of the form rar ′ ⊗ b − a ⊗ rbr ′, for all a, b ∈ A and
r, r ′ ∈ R. The definition of an e´tale Hopf algebroid given in [16] assumes that $ ◦ ∆ ◦ S = $ ◦ (S ⊗ S) ◦ ∆. On
the other hand, the comultiplication ∆ is injective and S is invertible, so there exists a unique F-linear isomorphism
γ : ∆A → (S ⊗ S)∆A such that
γ ◦∆ ◦ S = (S ⊗ S) ◦∆.
This equation, together with the property (vi), implies that
µ ◦ (id ⊗ S) ◦ γ ◦∆ = .
Let R be a commutative algebra with local identities. If A and B are two Hopf algebroids over R, then a map
α : A → B is a homomorphism of Hopf algebroids over R if α is a homomorphism of algebras, α|R = id,  ◦ α = ,
(α ⊗ α) ◦ ∆ = ∆ ◦ α and S ◦ α = α ◦ S. In particular, a homomorphism of Hopf algebroids over R is also a
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homomorphism of the underlying coalgebras over R. We shall denote by HoAlgd(R) the category of Hopf algebroids
over R and homomorphisms between them.
Let A be a Hopf algebroid over R. Denote by
Gw(A) = {a ∈ A | ∆(a) = a ⊗ a′ for some a′ ∈ A}
the set of weakly grouplike elements of A (see [17]). We say that a weakly grouplike element a ∈ Gw(A) is S-invariant
if there exists a′ ∈ A such that ∆(a) = a ⊗ a′ and ∆(S(a)) = S(a′) ⊗ S(a). We shall denote the set of S-invariant
weakly grouplike elements of A by GSw(A). The following properties are easy consequences of Definition 2.1:
Proposition 2.3. Let R be a commutative algebra with local identities and let A be a Hopf algebroid over R. Then
R ⊂ GSw(A) ⊂ Gw(A), and both Gw(A) and GSw(A) are closed under the multiplication in A. Furthermore, we have
S(GSw(A)) = GSw(A). If a ∈ GSw(A) with ∆(a) = a ⊗ a′ and ∆(S(a)) = S(a′)⊗ S(a), then we have
(i) a = (a)a′ = (a′)a = a(S(a′)) = a′(S(a)),
(ii) S(a) = (S(a′))S(a) = (S(a))S(a′) = S(a′)(a) = S(a)(a′),
(iii) ∆(a) = (a)a′ ⊗ a′ = a′ ⊗ a,
(iv) ∆(S(a)) = S(a′)⊗ S(a′)(a) = S(a)⊗ S(a′),
(v) (a) = aS(a′) = a′S(a) and
(vi) (S(a)) = S(a′)a = S(a)a′.
Proposition 2.4. Let R be a commutative algebra with local identities and let A be a Hopf algebroid over R. If A is
generated by GSw(A) as an algebra, then
(i) A is generated by GSw(A) as an abelian group,
(ii) A is cocommutative and coassociative,
(iii) (ab) = (a(b)) for any a, b ∈ A,
(iv) (S ⊗ id) ◦∆ ◦ (S ⊗ id) ◦∆ = id,
(v) $ ◦∆ ◦ S = $ ◦ (S ⊗ S) ◦∆, and
(vi) ∆A is generated, as an abelian group, by elements of the form a ⊗ a′ satisfying γ (a ⊗ a′) = a ⊗ a′ = a′ ⊗ a.
Here∆,$ and γ are given as in Remark 2.2(2), (4). This proposition shows that a Hopf algebroid A generated by
GSw(A) is an e´tale Hopf algebroid as defined in [16]. Note, however, the difference in notation: in [16] the coalgebra
structure on A is assumed to be over the right R-module structure.
Proof. (i) and (ii) are consequences of Proposition 2.3. In fact, recall from [17] that (ii) is true for any coalgebra which
is generated, as an abelian group, by weakly grouplike elements.
(iii) It is sufficient to prove this for a, b ∈ GSw(A). Let a′, b′ ∈ A be such that ∆(a) = a ⊗ a′, ∆(S(a)) =
S(a′) ⊗ S(a), ∆(b) = b ⊗ b′ and ∆(S(b)) = S(b′) ⊗ S(b). Then we have ab ∈ GSw(A) with ∆(ab) = ab ⊗ a′b′
and ∆(S(ab)) = S(a′b′) ⊗ S(ab), and also a(b) ∈ GSw(A) with ∆(a(b)) = a(b) ⊗ a′ and ∆(S(a(b))) =
S(a′)⊗ S(a(b)). Therefore it follows from Proposition 2.3(v) that
(ab) = abS(a′b′) = abS(b′)S(a′) = a(b)S(a′) = (a(b)).
(iv) With a, a′ as in (iii) and arbitrary b ∈ A we have
((S ⊗ id) ◦∆ ◦ (S ⊗ id) ◦∆)(a ⊗ b) = ((S ⊗ id) ◦∆ ◦ (S ⊗ id))(a ⊗ a′b)
= ((S ⊗ id) ◦∆)(S(a)⊗ a′b)
= (S ⊗ id)(S(a′)⊗ S(a)a′b)
= a′ ⊗ (S(a))b = a′(S(a))⊗ b
= a ⊗ b.
(v) and (vi) are obvious. 
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We shall now describe our main example of a Hopf algebroid. In [15,16] we showed that the Connes convolution
algebra of a Hausdorff e´tale Lie groupoid [2,3] has a natural structure of a cocommutative coassociative Hopf
algebroid. We shall now generalize this construction to non-Hausdorff e´tale Lie groupoids.
First, to fix the notations, let us recall the notion of a smooth function with compact support on a not-necessarily
Hausdorff manifold E [5]. We shall write C∞E for the sheaf of germs of smooth functions on E with values in F.
The stalk (C∞E )y at y ∈ E is a commutative algebra with identity. If U is a Hausdorff open subset of E , the space
of continuous sections Γc(U, C∞E ) of C∞E with compact support in U is the usual space C∞c (U ) smooth functions
with compact support in U . The extension by zero gives a monomorphism C∞c (U ) → Γδ(E, C∞E ) into the space of
all not-necessarily continuous global sections of the sheaf C∞E . The space C∞c (E) of smooth functions with compact
support on E is the image of the linear map
⊕
U C∞c (U ) → Γδ(E, C∞E ), where U ranges over all (or equivalently, a
cover of) Hausdorff open subsets of E . Note that this definition agrees with the classical one if E is Hausdorff. If the
values of a section u ∈ C∞c (E) are zero outside a Hausdorff open subset U of E , then u is the extension by zero of a
unique f ∈ C∞c (U ). We can therefore identify C∞c (U ) with the corresponding subspace of C∞c (E).
For u ∈ Γδ(E, C∞E ) and any y ∈ E , we denote by u y ∈ (C∞E )y the value of this section at y, and by
u(y) = u y(y) ∈ F the value of the germ u y at y. The support of u ∈ C∞c (E) is the subset supp(u) = {y ∈ E | u y 6= 0}
of E . The composition with a smooth map φ : E → F into another not-necessarily Hausdorff manifold F gives a
homomorphism of commutative algebras φ∗y : (C∞F )φ(y) → (C∞E )y . If φ is a local diffeomorphism, then φ∗y is an
isomorphism with inverse φ∗y , and φ induces a linear map φ+ : C∞c (E)→ C∞c (F) by
φ+(u)z =
∑
y∈φ−1(z)
φ∗y(u y).
Indeed, if the support of u lies inside an open φ-elementary subset U of E (i.e. φ|U is injective), then φ+(u) =
u ◦ (φ|U )−1.
Let M be a Hausdorff manifold and pi : E → M a sheaf over M , i.e. a local diffeomorphism defined on a
not-necessarily Hausdorff manifold E . If U ⊂ E is open and pi -elementary, it is Hausdorff and
f ◦ pi |U ∈ C∞c (U ) ⊂ C∞c (E)
for any f ∈ C∞c (pi(U )). In fact, any element of C∞c (E) can be written as a sum of elements of this form. The space
C∞c (E) is a left C∞c (M)-module: for any p ∈ C∞c (M) and u ∈ C∞c (E) we have (pu)y = pi∗y (ppi(y))u y , and in
particular
p( f ◦ pi |U ) = p f ◦ pi |U .
If ξ : F → M is another sheaf on M and φ : E → F a morphism of sheaves over M (i.e. a local diffeomorphism
such that ξ ◦ φ = pi ), then C∞c (φ) = φ+ : C∞c (E) → C∞c (F) is a homomorphism of C∞c (M)-modules. For an open
pi -elementary subset U of E , the open subset φ(U ) ⊂ F is ξ -elementary and
φ+( f ◦ pi |U ) = f ◦ ξ |φ(U )
for any f ∈ C∞c (pi(U )) = C∞c (ξ(φ(U ))).
Recall from [17, Proposition 1.3] that for any two sheaves pi : E → M and ξ : F → M , the fibered
product E ×M F is again a sheaf over M , and that there is a natural isomorphism of C∞c (M)-modules Ωpi,ξ :
C∞c (E)⊗C∞c (M) C∞c (F) → C∞c (E ×M F). For a pi -elementary open subset U of E and a ξ -elementary open subset
V of F , the open subset U ×M V of E ×M F is (pi ◦ pr1)-elementary and
Ωpi,ξ ( f ◦ pi |U ⊗ p ◦ ξ |V ) = f p ◦ (pi ◦ pr1)
∣∣
U ×M V
for any f ∈ C∞c (pi(U )) and p ∈ C∞c (ξ(V )). This isomorphism is used to define the comultiplication C∞c (E) →
C∞c (E)⊗C∞c (M) C∞c (E) as the composition Ω−1pi,pi ◦ diag+, where diag : E → E ×M E is the diagonal map. This
comultiplication has the counit pi+. The space C∞c (E) has therefore a natural coassociative cocommutative C∞c (M)-
coalgebra structure. With this, it is easy to check that C∞c is a functor from the category of sheaves on M to the
category of C∞c (M)-coalgebras.
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An e´tale Lie groupoid over M (see e.g. [8,12,14]) is a not-necessarily Hausdorff manifold G with a groupoid
structure over the manifold of objects G0 = M of G, given by the structure maps
G ×stM G mlt // G inv // G
s //
t
// M
uni // G
which are all local diffeomorphisms. Here s and t are the source and the target map, while mlt is the partial
multiplication, defined on the fibered product G×stM G taken with respect to the source map on the first factor and with
respect to the target map on the second. As usual, we write mlt(g, h) = gh. We shall identify M with a submanifold
of G via the unit map uni, which maps a point x ∈ M to the unit 1x ∈ G at x . Any arrow g ∈ G is invertible with the
inverse inv(g) = g−1.
If H is another e´tale Lie groupoid over M , then a smooth map φ : G → H is a morphism of groupoids over M if
φ|M = id, s ◦ φ = s, t ◦ φ = t and φ ◦mlt = mlt ◦ (φ × φ). We shall denote by EtGrpd(M) the category of e´tale Lie
groupoids over M and morphisms between them.
Let G be an e´tale Lie groupoid over M . A bisection of G is an open subset U of G which is both s-elementary
and t-elementary. An example of a bisection is M ⊂ G. All bisections of G form a basis for the topology of G. Any
bisection U of G gives a diffeomorphism
τU = t ◦ ( s|U )−1 : s(U )→ t (U ).
IfU and V are two bisections of G, thenU ×stM V is mlt-elementary, its imageUV = mlt(U ×stM V ) is also a bisection
of G, and
τUV = τU ◦ τV |τ−1V (s(U )).
Moreover, U−1 = inv(U ) is also a bisection of G and
τU−1 = τ−1U .
Now consider the space C∞c (G) of smooth functions with compact support on G. We will show that C∞c (G) admits
a convolution product as well as a structure of coalgebra over the commutative algebra C∞c (M). First note that because
the bisections of G form a basis for the topology of G, any element of C∞c (G) can be written as a sum of elements
of the form f ◦ t |U , where U is a bisection of G and f ∈ C∞c (t (U )). Of course, the same is true if we replace
the target map with the source map, but we shall prefer the target map. Also, there are two natural C∞c (M)-module
structures on C∞c (G), the one given by the sheaf t : G → M and another given by the sheaf s : G → M . To make the
difference transparent, we shall always write the C∞c (M)-module structure on C∞c (G) induced by the target map as
left action, while the C∞c (M)-module structure on C∞c (G) induced by the source map will be denoted as right action.
Furthermore, the target sheaf t : G → M on M gives C∞c (G) a coalgebra structure over the left C∞c (M)-action,
consisting of (left) C∞c (M)-linear maps
∆ : C∞c (G)→ C∞c (G)⊗llC∞c (M) C
∞
c (G)
and
 = t+ : C∞c (G)→ C∞c (M).
Explicitly, on generators of the form f ◦ t |U as above, the comultiplication and the counit are given by
∆( f ◦ t |U ) = ( f ◦ t |U )⊗ (η ◦ t |U )
and
( f ◦ t |U ) = f,
where η is any element of C∞c (t (U )) such that f η = f . There is another coalgebra structure induced by the source
sheaf, but we will not have a special notation for it because we will not use it here explicitly.
Now we define the convolution product µ on C∞c (G) as the composition
C∞c (G)⊗rlC∞c (M)C
∞
c (G)
Ωs,t
// C∞c (G ×stM G)
mlt+
// C∞c (G).
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Thus for any u, v ∈ C∞c (G)we have uv = µ(u⊗v) = mlt+(Ωs,t (u⊗v)) ∈ C∞c (G). We derive the explicit formula for
the convolution product as follows: for any two bisections U and V of G and any f ∈ C∞c (t (U )) and p ∈ C∞c (t (V ))
we have
( f ◦ t |U )(p ◦ t |V ) = mlt+(Ωs,t ( f ◦ t |U ⊗ p ◦ t |V ))
= mlt+(Ωs,t ( f ◦ τU ◦ s|U ⊗ p ◦ t |V ))
= mlt+(( f ◦ τU )p ◦ s ◦ pr1
∣∣
U ×stM V )
= mlt+(( f ◦ τU )p ◦ τ−1U ◦ t ◦mlt|U ×stM V )
= f (p ◦ τ−1U ) ◦ t |UV .
Note that f (p ◦ τ−1U ) ∈ C∞c (t (UV )). One can use this multiplication formula to easily check that the convolution
product on C∞c (G) is associative and that C∞c (M) is a (commutative) subalgebra of C∞c (G). Moreover, the left and
the right C∞c (M)-action on C∞c (G) coincide with the product in C∞c (G) from the left and from the right respectively.
Indeed, if f ∈ C∞c (M) then
( f ◦ t |M )(p ◦ t |V ) = f (p ◦ τ−1M ) ◦ t |MV = f p ◦ t |V
= f (p ◦ t |V ),
while
(p ◦ t |V )( f ◦ t |M ) = p( f ◦ τ−1V ) ◦ t |V M = p( f ◦ τ−1V ) ◦ τV ◦ s|V
= (p ◦ τV ) f ◦ s|V = (p ◦ τV ◦ s|V ) f
= (p ◦ t |V ) f.
We can therefore conclude that C∞c (G) is an algebra with subalgebra C∞c (M). Note that C∞c (G) has local identities
in C∞c (M). This algebra is called the convolution algebra of the e´tale Lie groupoid G, and coincides with the Connes
definition of convolution algebra of G in Hausdorff case (cf. [2,3]).
Finally, we define the antipode S on C∞c (G) as
S = inv+ : C∞c (G)→ C∞c (G).
On generators of the form f ◦ t |U as above it is given by
S( f ◦ t |U ) = f ◦ t ◦ inv|U−1 = f ◦ s|U−1 = ( f ◦ τU ) ◦ t |U−1 .
One can now easily check that this gives a cocommutative coassociative Hopf algebroid structure on C∞c (G) over
C∞c (M). Moreover, if H is another e´tale Lie groupoid over M and φ : G → H a morphism of e´tale Lie groupoids
over M , then φ+ : C∞c (G) → C∞c (H) is a homomorphism of Hopf algebroids over C∞c (M). Indeed, since φ|M = id
we have φ+|C∞c (M) = id. The map φ is a morphism from the target sheaf of G to the target sheaf of H , and this implies
that φ+ is a homomorphism of coalgebras over C∞c (M). Furthermore, we have
φ+ ◦ µ = φ+ ◦mlt+ ◦ Ωs,t = mlt+ ◦ (φ × φ)+ ◦ Ωs,t
= mlt+ ◦ Ωs,t ◦ (φ+ ⊗ φ+) = µ ◦ (φ+ ⊗ φ+)
and
φ+ ◦ S = φ+ ◦ inv+ = (φ ◦ inv)+ = (inv ◦ φ)+ = inv+ ◦ φ+ = S ◦ φ+.
Therefore we proved:
Proposition 2.5. For any (not-necessarily Hausdorff) e´tale Lie groupoid G over a Hausdorff manifold M, the
convolution algebra C∞c (G) of smooth functions with compact support on G has a natural structure of a
cocommutative coassociative Hopf algebroid over C∞c (M), and this gives a functor
C∞c : EtGrpd(M)→ HoAlgd(C∞c (M)).
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We explicitly characterize the S-invariant weakly grouplike elements of groupoid Hopf algebroids as follows:
Proposition 2.6. Let G be an e´tale Lie groupoid over a Hausdorff manifold M. An element u ∈ C∞c (G) is S-invariant
weakly grouplike if and only if u ∈ C∞c (U ) for some bisection U of G.
Proof. The element u is weakly grouplike, so by [17, Proposition 1.4] there exists a t-elementary Y ⊂ G such that
supp(u) ⊂ Y . Similarly, since S(u) is weakly grouplike there exists a t-elementary X ⊂ G such that supp(S(u)) ⊂ X .
It follows that inv(X) is an s-elementary neighbourhood of supp(u), and U = inv(X) ∩ Y is a bisection with
u ∈ C∞c (U ). 
Example 2.7. (1) A discrete group G can be viewed as an e´tale Lie groupoid over one object, M = {1}. The Hopf
algebroid C∞c (G) is in this case the group Hopf algebra F[G] over F.
(2) Let M = {1, . . . , n} for some n ≥ 1, and let G be the pair groupoid M × M over M . In other words, for any
i, j ∈ M there is exactly one arrow from j to i in G. The associated convolution algebra C∞c (M×M) is the algebra of
n× n matrices Matn×n(F), while the coalgebra structure on C∞c (M ×M) is over the subalgebra of diagonal matrices,
given by ∆(ei j ) = ei j ⊗ ei j and (ei j ) = ei i on the standard basis of Matn×n(F).
(3) The identity groupoid of a manifold M is the e´tale Lie groupoid over M with only identity arrows. This
groupoid is usually denoted again by M . Its Hopf algebroid is the commutative algebra C∞c (M) with the obvious
unique C∞c (M)-coalgebra structure.
3. Spectral e´tale groupoid of a Hopf algebroid
In the previous section we have seen that the convolution algebra C∞c (G) of an e´tale Lie groupoid G over M is
a Hopf algebroid over C∞c (M). It is now natural to ask which Hopf algebroids come from e´tale Lie groupoids, and
whether the Hopf algebroid C∞c (G) determines the e´tale Lie groupoid G uniquely up to an isomorphism.
To answer these questions (see Theorem 3.9), we show in this section that any Hopf algebroid A over C∞c (M)
can be naturally approximated by the Hopf algebroid of an associated spectral e´tale groupoid over M , which is
isomorphic to G in the case A = C∞c (G). Motivated by Proposition 2.6, we construct this spectral e´tale groupoid so
that its bisections are given by suitable S-invariant weakly grouplike elements of A. For this, we first need to show that
such weakly grouplike elements indeed behave as bisections, i.e. that they act by partially defined diffeomorphisms
on M .
Let M be a Hausdorff manifold, and let A be a Hopf algebroid over C∞c (M). For any S-invariant weakly grouplike
element a of A, we define an F-linear map Ta : C∞c (M)→ C∞c (M) by
Ta( f ) = (S( f a)).
Observe that Tpa( f ) = Ta(p f ) for any p ∈ C∞c (M). Note also that we have
Ta( f ) = (S( f a)) = S(a) f a′ = S(a′) f a,
where a′ is any element of A such that ∆(a) = a ⊗ a′ and ∆(S(a)) = S(a′) ⊗ S(a). Indeed, we have
∆( f a) = f a ⊗ a′ and ∆(S( f a)) = ∆(S(a) f ) = S(a′) ⊗ S(a) f = S(a′) ⊗ S( f a), so Proposition 2.3 gives
(S( f a)) = S(a′) f a = S( f a)a′ = S(a) f a′. If b is another weakly grouplike element of A with ∆(b) = b ⊗ b′
and ∆(S(b)) = S(b′) ⊗ S(b) for some b′ ∈ A, then ∆(ba) = ba ⊗ b′a′ and ∆(S(ba)) = S(b′a′) ⊗ S(ba), so
Ta(Tb( f )) = S(a)S(b) f b′a′ = S(ba) f b′a′ = Tba( f ). Therefore we have
Ta ◦ Tb = Tba .
A weakly grouplike element a of A is said to be normalized on a subset W ⊂ M if (a)y = 1 for any y ∈ W .
Proposition 3.1. Let M be a Hausdorff manifold, let A be a Hopf algebroid over C∞c (M) and let a be an S-invariant
weakly grouplike element of A normalized on an open subset W of M. Then there exists a unique diffeomorphism
τW,a : V → W,
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defined on an open subset V of M, such that Ta(C∞c (W )) = C∞c (V ) and the restriction Ta |C∞c (W ) is given by the
composition with τW,a , i.e. for any f ∈ C∞c (W ) we have
Ta( f ) = f ◦ τW,a .
The S-invariant weakly grouplike element S(a) is normalized on V and τV,S(a) = τ−1W,a . The map Ta |C∞c (W ) :
C∞c (W )→ C∞c (V ) is an isomorphism of algebras, with the inverse TS(a)
∣∣C∞c (V ).
Proof. Take a′ ∈ A with∆(a) = a⊗a′ and∆(S(a)) = S(a′)⊗S(a). First we shall prove that Ta |C∞c (W ) : C∞c (W )→C∞c (M) is a homomorphism of algebras. Indeed, by Proposition 2.3 we have for any f, p ∈ C∞c (W )
Ta( f )Ta(p) = S(a) f a′S(a)pa′ = S(a) f (a)pa′
= S(a) f pa′ = Ta( f p).
Furthermore, Proposition 2.3 also implies
TS(a)(Ta( f )) = a′S(a) f a′S(a) = (a) f (a) = f,
so Ta is injective on C∞c (W ).
Now choose a sequence ( fi ) ⊂ C∞c (W ) such that fi fi+1 = fi for any i ≥ 1 and
⋃
i supp( fi ) = W . Therefore
fi+1(x) = 1 for any x ∈ supp( fi ), so supp( fi+1) is a neighbourhood of supp( fi ). Define
V =
⋃
i
supp(Ta( fi )) ⊂ M.
First note that V is open and Ta(C∞c (W )) ⊂ C∞c (V ). Indeed, for any f ∈ C∞c (W ) we can choose i such that
f fi = f , hence Ta( f )Ta( fi ) = Ta( f ) and thus supp(Ta( f )) ⊂ supp(Ta( fi )) ⊂ V . Furthermore, we have
Ta( fi )Ta( fi+1) = Ta( fi ), and therefore Ta( fi+1)(x) = 1 for any x ∈ supp(Ta( fi )). Again, this implies that
supp(Ta( fi+1)) is a neighbourhood of supp(Ta( fi )), and hence V is open. Moreover, for any p ∈ C∞c (V ) there
exists an i such that Ta( fi )p = p, and therefore
Ta(TS(a)(p)) = S(a′)apS(a′)a
= S(a′)aTa( fi )pTa( fi )S(a′)a
= S(a′)aS(a′) fiapS(a′) fiaS(a′)a
= S(a′)(a) fiapS(a′) fi(a)a
= S(a′) fiapS(a′) fia
= Ta( fi )pTa( fi ) = p.
This proves that Ta(C∞c (W )) = C∞c (V ), so
Ta |C∞c (W ) : C∞c (W )→ C∞c (V )
is an isomorphism of algebras, with the inverse TS(a)
∣∣C∞c (V ). The open subset V of M is independent of the choice of
the sequence ( fi ), because it can clearly be described also as V =⋃ f ∈C∞c (W ) supp(Ta( f )).
The isomorphism of algebras Ta |C∞c (W ) : C∞c (W ) → C∞c (V ) is given by composition with a unique
diffeomorphism τW,a : V → W (see e.g. [18] for an elementary proof of this well-known fact). The inverse TS(a) of
Ta is then of course given by composition with τ−1W,a .
Finally, we will show that S(a) is normalized on V . Since (S(a))S(a′) = S(a) by Proposition 2.3, we have for
any p ∈ C∞c (V )
p(S(a)) ◦ τ−1W,a = TS(a)(p(S(a))) = ap(S(a))S(a′)
= apS(a) = apS(a′)(a)
= TS(a)(p)(a) = TS(a)(p)
= p ◦ τ−1W,a .
This yields that (S(a)) equals 1 on V . Therefore S(a) is normalized on V and τ−1W,a = τV,S(a). 
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Corollary 3.2. Let M be a Hausdorff manifold, and let A be a Hopf algebroid over C∞c (M). Suppose that a, b ∈
GSw(A) are normalized on open subsets W respectively U of M, and let τW,a : V → W and τU,b : X → U be the
corresponding diffeomorphisms. Then for any f ∈ C∞c (W ) and any p ∈ C∞c (M) we have
(i) Ta(p f ) = Ta(p)Ta( f ) = (p ◦ τW,a)( f ◦ τW,a),
(ii) Ta(p)|V = p ◦ τW,a ,
(iii) f a = a( f ◦ τW,a),
(iv) ba ∈ GSw(A) is normalized on Z = τU,b(W ∩ X), and
(v) τU,b ◦ τW,a
∣∣
τ−1W,a(W∩X) = τZ ,ba .
Proof. (i) Choose a′ ∈ A with ∆(a) = a ⊗ a′ and ∆(S(a)) = S(a′)⊗ S(a). We have
p f ◦ τW,a = Ta(p f ) = S(a)p(a) f a′ = S(a)pa′S(a) f a′ = Ta(p)Ta( f ),
and this also yields (ii) because it holds for any f ∈ C∞c (W ).
(iii) Observe that
f a = TS(a)(Ta( f ))a = aTa( f )S(a′)a = a( f ◦ τW,a)(S(a)) = a( f ◦ τW,a)
because S(a) is normalized on V .
(iv) Take b′ ∈ A with ∆(b) = b ⊗ b′ and ∆(S(b)) = S(b′)⊗ S(b). We have
(ba) = baS(b′a′) = baS(a′)S(b′) = b(a)S(b′) = TS(b)((a))
and hence (ii) implies
(ba)|Z = (a) ◦ τ−1U,b|Z ≡ 1.
This, together with Ta ◦ Tb = Tba , also implies (v). 
Let M be a Hausdorff manifold, and let A be a Hopf algebroid over R = C∞c (M). For any y ∈ M we denote by
Ny(A) the left R-submodule of A of those elements a ∈ A for which there exists f ∈ C∞c (M) with germ at y equal
to 1 and such that f a = 0. The quotient left R-module Ay = A/Ny(A) has a natural structure of a (C∞M )y-coalgebra
induced by the coalgebra structure on A [17, Proposition 2.2]. In particular we have Ry = (C∞M )y . For any a ∈ A we
denote
ay = a + Ny(A) ∈ Ay,
the germ of a at y. The grouplike elements of Ay (i.e. the elements g ∈ Ay which satisfy∆(g) = g⊗ g and (g) = 1)
are precisely the germs at y of weakly grouplike elements of A normalized at y (cf. [17]).
Recall from [17] that the spectral sheaf Esp(A) associated to A is a sheaf on M with stalk Esp(A)y at y equal to the
set G(Ay) of grouplike elements of the coalgebra Ay . The topology of Esp(A) is generated by the basis consisting of
subsets
aW = {ay | y ∈ W },
where W is an open subset of M and a is a weakly grouplike element of A normalized on W . Any homomorphism
α : A → B of Hopf algebroids over R induces the homomorphism αy : Ay → By of coalgebras over Ry , which
maps the stalk Esp(A)y = G(Ay) into the stalk Esp(B)y = G(By). In this way we obtain the morphism of sheaves
Esp(α) : Esp(A)→ Esp(A) over M which is functorial in α.
An arrow of A with target y ∈ M is an element g ∈ G(Ay) for which there exists an S-invariant weakly grouplike
element a of A normalized at y such that g = ay . We denote by Gsp(A)y the set of all arrows of A with target y. All
arrows of A form a subsheaf
Gsp(A) ⊂ Esp(A)
of the spectral sheaf Esp(A) on M associated to the coalgebra A. In fact, we have a basis of open subsets of Gsp(A) of
the form aW ⊂ Gsp(A), for a ∈ GSw(A) normalized on an open subset W of M . Note that for a morphism α : A → B
of Hopf algebroids over R we have α(GSw(A)) ⊂ GSw(B), which implies that αy(Gsp(A)y) ⊂ Gsp(B)y for any y ∈ M .
It follows that Esp(α) restricts to a morphism of sheaves on M
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Gsp(α) = Esp(α)
∣∣Gsp(A) : Gsp(A)→ Gsp(B).
We will now show that Gsp(A) has a natural structure of an e´tale Lie groupoid over M . The target map
t : Gsp(A) → M of Gsp(A) is the projection of the sheaf Gsp(A) on M . Thus, if ay ∈ Gsp(A)y is represented by
an element a ∈ GSw(A) normalized at y, we have
t (ay) = y.
We define the source map s : Gsp(A)→ M by
s(ay) = τ−1W,a(y),
where W is any open neighbourhood of y such that a is normalized on W . The independence of this definition of the
choice of a and W clearly follows from the fact that for another b ∈ GSw(A) normalized on an open neighbourhood U
of y there exists p ∈ C∞c (M)which equals 1 on an open neighbourhood Y ⊂ W∩U of y such that pa = pb, and hence
τW,a
∣∣
τ−1W,a(Y )
= τY,a = τY,pa = τY,pb = τY,b = τU,a
∣∣
τ−1U,b(Y )
.
Note that t (aW ) = W , while s(aW ) is precisely the domain of the corresponding diffeomorphism τW,a .
To define a partial multiplication on Gsp(A), take any arrow ay with source x and target y and another arrow bz
with source y and target z. Here a and b are S-invariant weakly grouplike elements of A, with a normalized on an
open neighbourhood W of y and b normalized on an open neighbourhood U of z. Define the product of these two
arrows by
bzay = (ba)z .
We have to see that this definition makes sense. First, Corollary 3.2(iv) implies that ba is normalized on the open
neighbourhood Z = τU,b(W ∩ s(bU )) of z. We have to show that this definition is independent of the choice of a, b,
W and U . First, observe that it is sufficient to show that (pb f a)z = (ba)z for any f, p ∈ C∞c (M) with fy = 1 and
pz = 1. To this end, choose an open neighbourhood W ′ ⊂ W such that f equals 1 on W ′ and an open neighbourhood
U ′ ⊂ U of z such that p equals 1 on U ′. Choose η ∈ C∞c (W ′ ∩ τ−1U,b(U ′)) with ηy = 1. In particular we have η f = η
and (η ◦ τ−1U,b)p = η ◦ τ−1U,b. Moreover, Corollary 3.2(iii) implies that (η ◦ τ−1U,b)b = bη because b is normalized on U
and supp(η ◦ τ−1U,b) ⊂ U ′ ⊂ U . Now
(η ◦ τ−1U,b)pb f a = (η ◦ τ−1U,b)b f a = bη f a = bηa = (η ◦ τ−1U,b)ba
and (η ◦ τ−1U,b)z = 1, so (pb f a)z = (ba)z .
For any y ∈ M there exists the unit arrow at y given by
1y = fy ∈ Gsp(A)y,
where f is any function in C∞c (M) ⊂ A which equals 1 on a neighbourhood of y. Any arrow ay with source x and
target y has the inverse
(ay)−1 = (S(a))x .
Theorem 3.3. Let M be a Hausdorff manifold and let A be a Hopf algebroid over C∞c (M). Then the manifold Gsp(A),
with the groupoid structure over M defined above, is an e´tale Lie groupoid over M, which we call the spectral e´tale
groupoid of the Hopf algebroid A. If B is another Hopf algebroid over C∞c (M) and α : A → B a homomorphism of
Hopf algebroids over C∞c (M), then Gsp(α) : Gsp(A)→ Gsp(B) is a morphism of e´tale Lie groupoids, and this gives a
functor
Gsp : HoAlgd(C∞c (M))→ EtGrpd(M).
Proof. We have the smooth structure on Gsp(A) inherited from the sheaf Esp(A), and we just defined the groupoid
structure on Gsp(A), as one can easily check. All we need to prove is that the groupoid structure maps are local
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diffeomorphisms. We already know that the target map is a local diffeomorphism, because it is the restriction of the
sheaf projection of Esp(A). Note that the source map is also a local diffeomorphism because on a basic open subset
aW , given by a ∈ GSw(A) normalized on an open subset W of M , we have
s|aW = τ−1W,a ◦ t |aW
and τW,a is a diffeomorphism. The same formula also gives τW,a = τaW . Since inv(aW ) = S(a)s(aW ) and t ◦ inv = s,
it follows that inv is a local diffeomorphism (in fact a diffeomorphism). If f ∈ C∞c (M) equals 1 on W we have
uni(W ) = fW , and this shows that uni is an open embedding. Finally, if b is another element of GSw(A) normalized on
an open subset U of M , we have mlt(bU ×M aW ) = bUaW = (ba)τU,b(W∩s(bU )), which together with t ◦mlt = t ◦ pr1
implies that mlt is a local diffeomorphism as well.
We know that Gsp(α) : Gsp(A)→ Gsp(B) is a morphism of sheaves on M . In particular this implies t ◦ Gsp(α) = t .
Furthermore we have Gsp(α)
∣∣
M = id because α|C∞c (M) = id. If a ∈ GSw(A) is normalized on an open subset W of M ,
then α(a) ∈ GSw(B) is also normalized on W , Gsp(α)(aW ) = α(a)W and
Tα(a)( f ) = (S( f α(a))) = (S(α( f a))) = (α(S( f a))) = (S( f a)) = Ta( f )
for any f ∈ C∞c (M). This implies that τW,a = τW,α(a), and hence
s ◦ Gsp(α)
∣∣
aW
= τ−1W,α(a) ◦ t ◦ Gsp(α)
∣∣
aW
= τ−1W,a ◦ t |aW = s|aW .
Therefore we have s ◦ Gsp(α) = s. If b ∈ GSw(A) is normalized on an open subset U of M , and if z ∈ U is such that
s(bz) = y ∈ W , then we have
Gsp(α)(bzay) = αz(ba)z = α(ba)z = (α(b)α(a))z
= α(b)zα(a)y = αz(bz)αy(ay)
= Gsp(α)(bz)Gsp(α)(ay),
so Gsp(α) preserves the multiplication as well. This shows that Gsp(α) is a morphism of e´tale Lie groupoids. 
Next, we will show that the spectral e´tale groupoid has indeed the desired properties. In particular, we will show that
the functor Gsp constructed above is right adjoint to the functor C∞c and is therefore determined, up to isomorphism,
by the corresponding universal property (Theorem 3.6). For this, we first construct the unit and the counit of the
adjunction (Theorems 3.4 and 3.5).
Theorem 3.4. Let G be an e´tale Lie groupoid over a Hausdorff manifold M. Then there is a natural isomorphism of
e´tale Lie groupoids over M
ΦG : G → Gsp(C∞c (G))
given for any g ∈ G by
ΦG(g) = ( f ◦ pi |U )t (g),
where U is any bisection of G with g ∈ U and f is any function in C∞c (pi(U )) which satisfies ft (g) = 1. Furthermore
we have Gsp(C∞c (G)) = Esp(C∞c (G)).
Note that the map ΦG is precisely the isomorphism of sheaves given by [17, Theorem 2.4].
Proof. Proposition 2.6 implies that Gsp(C∞c (G)) = Esp(C∞c (G)), and [17, Theorem 2.4] yields that ΦG is a well
defined isomorphism of sheaves over M , natural in G. So we only need to check that ΦG is a morphism of groupoids.
We have t ◦ ΦG = t because ΦG is a morphism of sheaves over M . Take u ∈ GSw(C∞c (G)) normalized on an open
subset W of M . By Proposition 2.6 we know that u = (u) ◦ t |U for a bisection U ⊂ G. The function (u) equals 1
on W . For any p ∈ C∞c (W ) we have
p ◦ τW,u = Tu(p) = (S(p(u) ◦ t |U )) = ((p ◦ τU ) ◦ t |U−1) = p ◦ τU
and therefore τW,u = τU∩t−1(W ). Put V = U ∩ t−1(W ). Now we have ΦG(V ) = uW and
s ◦ ΦG |V = τ−1W,u ◦ t ◦ ΦG |V = τ−1V ◦ t |V = s|V .
This implies s ◦ ΦG = s. Observe also that ΦG |M = id because ΦG(1x ) = fx for any f ∈ C∞c (M) with fx = 1.
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Finally, we have to see thatΦG preserves the multiplication. Take any g, h ∈ G with s(g) = t (h), choose bisections
U and V with g ∈ U and h ∈ V , and take any f ∈ C∞c (t (U )) with ft (g) = 1 and any p ∈ C∞c (t (V )) with pt (h) = 1.
Then
ΦG(g)ΦG(h) = ( f ◦ t |U )t (g)(p ◦ t |V )t (h) = (( f ◦ t |U )(p ◦ t |V ))t (g)
= ( f (p ◦ τ−1U ) ◦ t |UV )t (gh) = ΦG(gh)
because UV is a bisection with gh ∈ UV and f (p ◦ τ−1U ) ∈ C∞c (t (UV )) satisfies f (p ◦ τ−1U )t (g) = 1. 
Theorem 3.5. Let M be a Hausdorff manifold and let A be a Hopf algebroid over C∞c (M). Then there is a natural
homomorphism of Hopf algebroids over C∞c (M)
ΘA : C∞c (Gsp(A))→ A
given by
ΘA
(
k∑
i=1
fi ◦ t |(ai )Wi
)
=
k∑
i=1
fiai ,
where ai is an S-invariant weakly grouplike element of A normalized on an open subset Wi of M and fi ∈ C∞c (Wi ),
for any i = 1, . . . , k. We have an inclusion C∞c (Gsp(A)) ⊂ C∞c (Esp(A)) given by extension by zero.
Note that the map ΘA is the restriction of the coalgebra homomorphism ΨA : C∞c (Esp(A)) → A given in [17,
Theorem 2.5] by
ΨA
(
k∑
i=1
fi ◦ t |(ci )Wi
)
=
k∑
i=1
fici ,
where ci is a weakly grouplike element of A normalized on an open subset Wi of M and fi ∈ C∞c (Wi ), for any
i = 1, . . . , k.
Proof. Denote by inc : Gsp(A) → Esp(A) the open embedding over M . The associated C∞c (M)-coalgebra
monomorphism inc+ : C∞c (Gsp(A))→ C∞c (Esp(A)) is given by extension by zero. From [17, Theorem 2.5] it follows
that ΘA is the restriction of ΨA to C∞c (Gsp(A)) ⊂ C∞c (Esp(A)), thus
ΘA = ΨA ◦ inc+.
In particular, the map ΘA is a well defined homomorphism of coalgebras.
We have to show that ΘA is a homomorphism of Hopf algebroids over C∞c (M). Note that any f ∈ C∞c (M) can be
written as f ◦ t |ηW ∈ C∞c (Gsp(A)), for some η ∈ C∞c (M) which equals 1 on an open neighbourhood W of the support
of f in M , and hence ΘA( f ) = f η = f . This shows that ΘA|C∞c (M) = id. Next, if a ∈ GSw(A) is normalized on an
open subset W of M and f ∈ C∞c (W ), we have
ΘA(S( f ◦ t |aW )) = ΘA( f ◦ τaW ◦ t |(aW )−1) = ΘA( f ◦ τaW ◦ t |S(a)s(aW ))
= ( f ◦ τaW )S(a) = S(a( f ◦ τW,a))
= S( f a) = S(ΘA( f ◦ t |aW )),
so ΘA commutes with S. If b is another element of GSw(A) normalized on an open subset U of M , then we have for
any f ∈ C∞c (W ) and any p ∈ C∞c (U )
ΘA((p ◦ t |bU )( f ◦ t |aW )) = ΘA(p( f ◦ τ−1bU ) ◦ t |bU aW )
= ΘA(p( f ◦ τ−1U,b) ◦ t |(ba)W∩s(bU ))
= p( f ◦ τ−1U,b)ba = pb f a
= ΘA(p ◦ t |bU )ΘA( f ◦ t |aW ).
This proves that ΘA is a homomorphism of Hopf algebroids.
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To see thatΘA is natural in A, take another Hopf algebroid B over C∞c (M) and let α : A → B be a homomorphism
of Hopf algebroids over C∞c (M). The diagram
C∞c (Gsp(A))
Gsp(α)+

inc+
// C∞c (Esp(A))
Esp(α)+

ΨA // A
α
C∞c (Gsp(B))
inc+
// C∞c (Esp(B))
ΨB // B
commutes because Ψ is a natural transformation and Gsp(α) is the restriction of Esp(α). Therefore we have α ◦ΘA =
ΘB ◦ Gsp(α)+. 
Theorem 3.6. For any Hausdorff manifold M, the functor
C∞c : EtGrpd(M)→ HoAlgd(C∞c (M))
is fully faithful and left adjoint to the functor Gsp.
Proof. We will show that Φ of Theorem 3.4 is the unit, while Θ of Theorem 3.5 is the counit of this adjunction.
Recall from [17, Theorem 2.6] that ΨC∞c (G) ◦ (ΦG)+ = id for any e´tale Lie groupoid G over M , and thatEsp(ΨA) ◦ ΦEsp(A) = id for any Hopf algebroid A over C∞c (M). Since Gsp(C∞c (G)) = Esp(C∞c (G)) by Theorem 3.4,
we have C∞c (Gsp(C∞c (G))) = C∞c (Esp(C∞c (G))) and ΘC∞c (G) = ΨC∞c (G), so
ΘC∞c (G) ◦ (ΦG)+ = ΨC∞c (G) ◦ (ΦG)+ = id.
Next, denote by inc : Gsp(A)→ Esp(A) the inclusion. Since ΘA = ΨA ◦ inc+, it follows that
Esp(ΘA) = Esp(ΨA) ◦ Esp(inc+).
By definition, Gsp(ΘA) is the restriction of Esp(ΘA) to Gsp(C∞c (Gsp(A))). However, Theorem 3.4 implies that
Gsp(C∞c (Gsp(A))) = Esp(C∞c (Gsp(A))), and therefore
inc ◦ Gsp(ΘA) = Esp(ΨA) ◦ Esp(inc+).
This, together with the naturality of Φ, now gives
inc ◦ Gsp(ΘA) ◦ ΦGsp(A) = Esp(ΨA) ◦ Esp(inc+) ◦ ΦGsp(A)
= Esp(ΨA) ◦ ΦEsp(A) ◦ inc = inc,
so Gsp(ΘA) ◦ ΦGsp(A) = id. This proves that C∞c is left adjoint to Esp. Since the unit Φ of the adjunction is a natural
isomorphism by Theorem 3.4, it follows that C∞c is fully faithful. 
Let M be a Hausdorff manifold, and let A be a Hopf algebroid over R = C∞c (M). Recall from [17] that the S-
invariant weakly grouplike elements of A normally generate A if for any a ∈ A there exist f1, . . . , fk ∈ C∞c (M) and
a1, . . . , ak ∈ GSw(A) such that each ai is normalized on supp( fi ) and a =
∑k
i=1 fiai .
The S-invariant weakly grouplike elements of A are normally linearly independent at a point y ∈ M if for any
a1, . . . , ak ∈ GSw(A) normalized at y and for any f1, . . . , fk ∈ C∞c (M) such that
∑k
i=1 fiai = 0 it follows that either
( f1)y = · · · = ( fk)y = 0 or f ai = f a j for some f ∈ C∞c (M) with fy = 1 and some distinct 1 ≤ i, j ≤ k.
The S-invariant weakly grouplike elements of A are normally linearly independent if they are normally linearly
independent at any point of M .
Theorem 3.7. Let M be a Hausdorff manifold, and let A be a Hopf algebroid over C∞c (M). Then we have:
(i) ΘA is an epimorphism if and only if the S-invariant weakly grouplike elements of A normally generate A.
(ii) ΘA is a monomorphism if and only if the S-invariant weakly grouplike elements of A are normally linearly
independent.
Proof. Since ΘA is obtained as the restriction of ΨA to C∞c (Gsp(A)) ⊂ C∞c (Esp(A)), the theorem follows from [17,
Theorem 2.8] where we take Λ = GSw(A). 
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Corollary 3.8. Let M be a Hausdorff manifold and let A be a Hopf algebroid over C∞c (M). If for any y ∈ M
the (C∞M )y-module Ay is flat and if any two arrows of A with target y are (C∞M )y-linearly independent in Ay , then
ΘA : C∞c (Gsp(A))→ A is a monomorphism.
Proof. This follows from Theorem 3.7, [17, Proposition 1.1] with L = Gsp(A)y , and [17, Proposition 2.7] with
Λ = GSw(A). 
Theorem 3.9. Let M be a Hausdorff manifold and let A be a Hopf algebroid over C∞c (M). The following conditions
are equivalent:
(i) The Hopf algebroid A is isomorphic to the groupoid Hopf algebroid C∞c (G) of an e´tale Lie groupoid G over M.
(ii) The homomorphism of Hopf algebroids ΘA : C∞c (Gsp(A))→ A is an isomorphism.
(iii) The S-invariant weakly grouplike elements of A normally generate A and are normally linearly independent.
(iv) The (C∞M )y-module Ay is freely generated by the arrows of A with target y, for any y ∈ M.
Moreover, if the Hopf algebroid A is isomorphic to the groupoid Hopf algebroid C∞c (G) of an e´tale Lie groupoid G
over M, then the e´tale Lie groupoid G is isomorphic to the spectral e´tale groupoid Gsp(A) of A.
Proof. The equivalence between (ii), (iii) and (iv) follows directly from Theorem 3.7 and [17, Proposition 2.7] with
Λ = GSw(A). The condition (ii) clearly implies (i), while (i) implies (ii) by Theorem 3.6. The isomorphism between
G and Gsp(A) is also a consequence of Theorem 3.6. 
Example 3.10. Many of the properties of e´tale Lie groupoids are reflected in the corresponding properties of the
associated Hopf algebroids. For instance, the spectral e´tale groupoid Gsp(A) is Hausdorff if and only if the Hopf
algebroid A over C∞c (M) has the following property: for any a, b ∈ GSw(A) normalized at y ∈ M with ay 6= by there
exists a neighbourhood U of y in M such that az 6= bz for any z ∈ U . In particular, the Hopf algebroid C∞c (G) of an
e´tale Lie groupoid G over M has the above property if and only if G is Hausdorff.
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